there are finitely many clopen sets Ki, . . . . K, in C such that any member of Aut C preserving each Ki (setwise) lies in H. For the case of Ir, the space of irrationals (homeomorphic to Baire space o"), we show rather that there are no proper subgroups of small index, i.e., if H is a proper subgroup of Aut Ir then IAut Ir : HI = 2"'. It follows that Aut Ir is not isomorphic to any permutation group of countable degree, unlike Aut C.
In all cases we are heavily dependent on the ideas of Peter Neumann to make the proofs work. Before seeing [3] we had proofs based on ideas from [2] (which were in turn due to Neumann). Subsequently almost disjoint sets were used, following the methods of [3] , achieving a substantial simplification, and we shall also show in our proof of Theorem 2.1 how Bruyns' proof [2] can be similarly simplified. The remnants of our original method for the case of A(Q) are seen in results given for automorphism groups of "coloured" versions of the rationals. Consideration of these structures was directly suggested by the proof we were using.
In Section 2 we present the result for the case of Aut Q. Much of the groundwork for this proof was covered in [ll] and we shall use the same notation as we did there. The cases of A(Q), Aut C, and Aut Ir are considered in Section 3 and in Section 4 we look at the coloured versions of Q.
Further "small index" results are presented in [4] . SECTION 
THE AUTOHOMEOMORPHISMS OF Q
This section is devoted to a proof of the conjecture on subgroups of small index for Aut Q, the group of homeomorphisms of Q to itself. We first fix some notation, which was for the most part also used in [ 111.
For any set R and permutation cr of 52 we let supp r~ = {x E Q: ox # x}. If XE Q we let Auto(X)= { UE Aut Q: supp a&X} and for A CQ (usually finite), K(A) = {a E Aut Q: (Vx E A) ox = x}, the pointwise stabilizer of A. Observe that Auto(X) = K(Q -X). If u E Q, K(a) = K( { u}) is the stabilizer of a. We write L(a) for the subgroup of K(u) comprising those of its members which fix pointwise a neighbourhood of a. It was shown in [ 111 that L(u) is the only proper non-trivial normal subgroup of K(u), and similarly the normal subgroups of K(A) for A finite were classified.
If XrQ and UEQ we say that X abuts a if X is open, u#X, and 8= X u {u}. Sets abutting a played a crucial role in [ 111 and they will do so here too. If a E Q and X is a non-empty subset of Q, we let d(u, X) = sup()u-xl: XEX) (d(u, X) is allowed to take the value co).
In his thesis P. Bruyns [2] made the following important contributions to the proof of the conjecture for Aut Q. First he showed that if H < Aut Q is transitive on Q and has index <2 X0 then H = Aut Q, and rather more generally that if H < Aut Q is transitive on Q -A for some finite A and has index < 2"' then Auto(X) < H for every clopen subset X of Q -A. Second he showed that if H < Aut Q has index ~2"~ then for some finite A E Q, Hn K(A) is transitive on Q -A. Since JAut Q : Hn K(A)1 = [Aut Q : K(A)( . [K(A) : H n K(A)( < 2'O it suffices to prove the conjecture under the additional assumption on H that H is a subgroup of K(A) for some finite A G Q such that H is transitive on Q -A.
We shall include proofs of these results, partly for completeness, but partly because in the case of the first of these, our simplified proof based on ideas from [3] illustrates the techniques employed in the general case. THEOREM 2.1 (Bruyns) . Suppose that H is a subgroup of Aut Q of index < 2*O and that X is a clopen set such that H is transitive on X. Then Auto(X) < H.
Proof We let r be the family of clopen ( =closed-and-open) subsets Y of Q such that Aut,( Y) < H. We aim to show that XE K Proof: Let K, = Aut,( Y,,) and K = n, E w K,, . Then since Y and each Y,, are clopen, K is naturally identified with a subgroup of Aut,( Y). Intuitively the groups K,, act non-trivially on sets which are not only pairwise disjoint, but are well separated in that arbitrary choices of members of K,, for n E CO can be "glued together" to form a member of Aut,( Y). Let II,,: K+ K, be the projection, and let H,, = a,,( K n H). Then K n H < n,,, H, so that nlx;:H.l=/n / K,:~H,, <IK:KnHI<2u? Therefore K,, = H,, for some n. Next we show that H n K, -zi K,, for this n. For let Q E H n K,, and z E K,,. Then z E H,, = q(Kn H) so for some 9 E H, K,Q = r. This means that 9 r y,=T r Y,. Since supp a E Y,, 9-'a$=z-'az and as $,aEH, t -'a? E H as required. Now by Anderson [ 11, since Y, is clopen and hence homeomorphic with Q (if non-empty), K,, = Aut,( Y,) is simple. Therefore Hn K,, = { 1 } or K,,. The former would imply that H had index 2'O in Aut Q since 1 K,,I = 2u", so the latter must hold, showing Aut,( Y,,) <H and Y, E r. 2 there is some non-empty X' G X lying in r. Let x' E X'. As H acts transitively on X there is QE H such that OX' = x. Thus xEcrX'Erand we let Z= YnaX'.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since 0 E r is clear we suppose that X is non-empty. By Lemma 2.2 there is a non-empty proper clopen subset Y of X lying in r. Let Z = X-Y. Write Y as the disjoint union U n E o Y, of non-empty clopen sets. As YE r, each Y, E r too. We desire to find a similar expression for Z as U n E o Z, but since Z may not lie in l-' this requires a little more care. Let Z = {z,: n E CD} enumerate Z and choose Z, E r inductively. Suppose Zi defined for i < n so that lJ i< ,, Zi is a proper subset of Z, and let z be the first z, in the enumeration lying in Z -Uicn Zi. By Lemma 2.4 there is a clopen subset of Z -lJi, n Zi containing z, and lying in r and we take Z, to be a proper clopen subset of this also containing z,.
Let {AAlkA be a family of 2'0 pairwise almost disjoint infinite subsets of w (the set of natural numbers), and for each 1, n let ~(1, n) be the nth member of A, in the increasing enumeration. Let T, = lJ { Y,: n E A,}. Then TA is clopen since it and its complement in Y are unions of m's. Hence there is c1 E Aut Q taking T, to 2. Moreover gj. may be chosen so that o1 YacA,,) = 2, for each n.
Since Let us now move towards the general proof. The easiest way to handle this seems to be to treat first the case where H is a subgroup of K(a) (for some a E Q) of index < 2'O acting transitively on Q -{u}. The general case is derived from this by the methods of [2] . We take for r in this case the set of all XG Q -{u} abutting a such that Aut,(X) n K(u) < H, with the object of showing that Q -{u} E r. We look for appropriate analogues of Lemmas 2.2-2.4. The necessary preliminaries were given in [l 11. Note in particular that in the analogue of Lemma 2.2 we cannot take an arbitrary family of pairwise disjoint sets abutting a and whose union abuts a as we cannot then "glue together" arbitrary autohomeomorphisms having them as support since we may lose continuity. LEMMA 2.5. Let a E Q and H be a subgroup of K(u) of index ~2'~ transitive on Q -{u}. Suppose that X and X, for n E o are sets abutting a such that X is the disjoint union U,,, X,, and d(u, X,) --, 0 as n + 00. Then for some n, Aut,(X,) < H. By [ll, Theorem 3.133 the only proper normal subgroups of K(u) are {l} and L(u), so it suffices to show that L(u) has index 2X0 in K(u). Let (x,) be a sequence of distinct points in Q -{u} tending to a, and let ( T,: I E A} be a family of 2"' pairwise almost disjoint infinite subsets of o. Then K(u) clearly acts transitively on ((x,), E Ti: Iz E A}. Let I, E n and for each I EA let rri map (x,,),,~~ to (x,),~~~. Then if I, #I,, oil and bi2 must lie in distinct right cosets of L(u) in K(u). For (T~~Q;~(x,),,?~, = (x,), E r.+ so ~~~0; l moves points arbitrarily close to a, and cannot he in L(u). Therefore 1 K(u) : L(u)1 = 2no as desired. Proof: We let r be the set of subsets X of Q -{u} abutting a such that Auto(X) < H. We shall show that Cl -{u} or following the method of proof of Theorem 2.1.
First let us show that r is an ideal. We require the following slight strengthening of [ 11, Lemma 3.61. Then,$EAut,(Cu YuaY) so by Theorem2.1, ~EH. Also $-'a fixes Y pointwise so it lies in Auto(X) (as aYc Xv Y). As XE r, 9-'0 E H, so also a=$($-'c+H.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.7. Since Q -{u} abuts a it follows from [ 11, Lemma 3 .61 that there is some XE r such that a E Q -X- o, a(& n) the nth member of A, in the increasing enumeration, and let TA = U{X,: n E A,}. We choose rri. E K(a) such that a,T, = Y. More precisely rrl is chosen so that for each n, G;.X~(~,~) = Y,, and this may be achieved as follows.
Since Xa(i.,n) and Y, are non-empty clopen there is a homeomorphism r, from &cl,nj onto Y,. Define crj, by
Then (T>. is certainly a bijection fixing a. To see that it is continuous let x, + x. If x E X, some n or x E Y, some n then gi. Since a E H and XE r, also aXE r so it follows from Lemma 2.9 and the fact that r is an ideal that Q -{u} E r. Therefore K(u) = Aut,(Q -{u}) < H and the theorem is proved. THEOREM 2.10. Let A be a finite subset of Q and H a subgroup of K(A) of index < 2'O which is transitive on Q -A. Then H = K(A).
Proof If A = 0 the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. Suppose therefore that A # 0. We show that for any clopen set X such that IXn Al = 1, Hn Auto(X) is transitive on X-A. Let x, YE X-A. Then there is a clopen subset Y of X-A containing x and y and by Theorem 2.1, Aut,( Y) < H. But Aut,( Y) is transitive on Y so there is a E Aut,( Y) taking x to y. Clearly a E H n Auto(X).
We can now deduce that for any clopen X such that [Xn Al = 1, K(A) n Auto(X) < H. For as X is non-empty clopen, X is homeomorphic to Q, and moreover Auto(X) = Aut X, the group of all homeomorphisms of X to itself. Also HnAut,(X) is a subgroup of Auto(X) fixing (I (the unique member of Xn A) of index ~2'~ which is transitive on X-{u}. It follows from Theorem 2.7 that Hn Auto(X) = K(u) n Auto(X), and hence that K(u) n Auto(X) < H. The proof is concluded by an appeal to [ 11, Lemma 3.161 . Let e E K(A ). Then if A = (a,, . . . . a,}, e may be written in the form cr,cr-I ...g201 where for each i, supp ei c supp (r and ci fixes pointwise a clopen set Yi containing A -{ ai}. We may suppose that ai 4 Yi so that if Xi = Q -Yi, lX,nAl =l for each i. As suppaicsuppa, oieK(A) so a,eK(A)n Aut, (Xi) and it follows from the previous paragraph that tie H Proof If not then there is an infinite subset X of Q such that Q -X is also infinite and H fixes X. We distinguish two cases. Case 2. One of X, Q -X is dense in Q. Assume it is X. As Q -X is infinite there is a monotonic sequence (y,) of members of Q -X. Assume it is increasing, and as X is dense find x, E X such that x,, -K y, < X, < y, < x1 < . . . . For each Tc o there is aT E Aut Q taking x, to y, if n E T and fixing it otherwise. As before there are T, # T, such that ar,ar,' E H. If n E Tz -T, then aT2aF,lx,, = aT2x, = y,, again contrary to H mapping X to x. To prove the conjecture on subgroups of small index for A(Q), the group of order-preserving permutations of Cl!, the same method in outline as before is used. One principal obstacle to be overcome is the failure of the analogue of the "support lemma" (Lemma 2.6) for the appropriate "large" sets we shall be considering. For example if (x,),,~ are irrational numbers such that x, < x, + , for all n and x, + + co as n + fee we may consider X= UnGZ(xdn, x~,,+~) and Y= lJnEZ(~4n+2, x~"+~) whose union is the whole of Q. If we denote by A,(X), A,(Y) the sets of members of A(Q) whose supports are contained in X and Y, respectively, then ,4(Q) = A,(Xu Y) is not generated by A,(X) and A,(Y).
For if 0 E (A,(X), A,(Y))
is represented by a word of length m, it is clear that for every n E Z, (TX, E (x, _ 3m, x, + 3m ) (where by abuse of notation we are allowing A(Q) to act on the whole of R, as in [ll] ).
But there is a~,4(Q) such that ox, = x2,, for every n.
Despite this setback, we persist with the choice of "large" subset of Q implicit in the above discussion, representing the analogue in this setting of the "moieties" of [3] , and find a way of avoiding the need for a support lemma. We let d be the family of subsets of Q of the form lJnsZ(xZnr xln+ i) where x, are irrationals such that x, <x, + , for all n and x, + fco as n--f fco. Observe that A(Q) acts transitively on d, a fact which will be needed later. If XEQ we let A,(X)= {a~A(Q):suppacX}. Proof: X may be written canonically as a disjoint union of non-empty open intervals (where no two of these intervals share a common endpoint). Then A,(X) is isomorphic to n A,(Z) where Z ranges over all these inter-vals. Since each Z is order-isomorphic to Q, and there are at most X0 intervals, it suffices to prove the result for normal subgroups N of the direct product A(Q)k of k copies of A(CI J'
, and 1 G k < NO. Let ax =x + 1. For irrationals r E (0, 4) such that r + 2 is irrational let us choose r,eA(Q) such that for each FEZ, z,(n+J2) =n+ r+J2. Thus if r #s, z,(n + J2) z r,(n + J2) so that r;%, has support unbounded above and below in Cl. By [ 11, Theorem 4.43 there are conjugates 9,, 9,, Q3, Q4 of z; %, such that a = 9,s; '9,$, l. Now let us consider (P,E A(Q)k acting on each copy of Q as r,. Since IA(Q!)k : NI < 2'O and there are 2'O possible values of r the left cosets cp,N cannot all be distinct, so there are r<s with (P;'(P~E N. Applying the conjugacies coordinatewise in A(Q)k it follows that /I EN where /I acts on each copy of Q like a.
Let CJ E ,~(CP)~ be arbitrary and let 6, be its action on the ith copy of Q. By passing to a conjugate we suppose that Irrix -XI < 1 for all irk and x E R. It follows that for every XE R, aaix = cix + 1 > x. By [ The idea for the proof of the following lemma was suggested by Peter Neumann. Proof: Let A = {n E w: A,((n, n + 1)) 4 H}. By Lemma 3.2, A is finite. Similarly {n E CD: A,((n + f, n + 3)) & H} is finite. Therefore for some n,, A,((n, n + l)), A,((n + 4, n + 3)) <H for all n 2 no. The group generated by {A,((n, n + l)), A,(@ + 4, n + 2)): n,<n} is clearly order 2-transitive on the rationals of (no, co). As Z is a bounded interval and H is transitive on Q, oZ& (n,+ 1, CO) for some aoH. As H is order 2-transitive on (n,, cc) there is r E H such that UJZE (no + 1, n, + 2). Hence A,(Z)6AQ((za)-'(n,+l,n,+2))=(ta)~'A,((n,+1,n,+2))za~H. We may find X,ER such that for each n, x,-~<x,,, ~X,<Xn+l and x, -+ fco as n -+ &co. Let Z,= (xdn, ~.,~+i). Thus ~~u~~~nCx4n-l,X4n+*), so there is r E A(Q) such that rx= QX if XE UncZ Z, and r fixes UnEh(~4n+2, x~~+~) pointwise. Thus each of t and z ~ icr fixes a member of A pointwise. Since cr = r(r -'a), not both of r and r -lcr lie in H. Hence there is a member of A such that not every member of A(Q) fixing it pointwise lies in H. Since A is clearly closed under complementation (which is why we took the endpoints of its intervals to be irrationals) there is XE A such that A,(X) 4 H. In other words XE A -K Now writing Q-X as an infinite disjoint union of members of A we deduce from Lemma 3. Proof: Let A be the set of rational numbers fixed by every member of H. Then H < K(A). We show first that A is finite. If not, there is a monotonic sequence of members of A. Without loss of generality we suppose that it is increasing, a, < a, < a2 < . . . say. Let 6, E (a,, a,, + ,) for each n. For each XG w let ox E A(Q) be such that contrary to a, fixed by every member of H. Thus A= {a,, . . . . a,,,} is finite with a, < a2 < ... <a,,, say. Since an irrational has 2"O images under A(Q), no irrational is fixed by H. For convenience we let a, = -00 and a, + 1 = +co. We show that H is transitive on each (ai, a,,,). Let B be an H-orbit. Then BG (ai, ai+I) for some i. Since sup B and inf B are fixed by H and no real number in (ai, ai+ 1) is fixed by H, B is unbounded above and below in (ai, ai+ r). If H is not transitive on (ai, ai+ 1) it has distinct orbits B, C on (ai, ai+ 1). Since these must both be unbounded above there are sequences (x,) in B and (y,) in C such that x,<y,<x,<y,< ... and x,,y,+ai+, as n+co. We now move on to consideration of the automorphism group of the countable atomless Boolean algebra B. It is easiest to take a concrete representation of iEI as the family of clopen subsets of Cantor space 2". It is clear that this is (a copy of) B, since (i) Qr and 2" are clopen and the family of clopen sets is closed under finite unions and intersections and complements, (ii) it follows from compactness that any clopen set is a finite union of basic clopen sets of the form [5] = (3~~2~: x rn=g} for 5~2" some n, and there are only countably many sets of this form, and (iii) [<I is not an atom for any c E 2'" since it is the disjoint union of [rh (0)] and [ 5 h (1 )]. Moreover the automorphism group of B is isomorphic to Aut 2" under this correspondence. For as ll3 is a base for the topology on 2", any automorphism of B gives rise to an autohomeomorphism of 2". Conversely if (T is an autohomeomorphism of 2" then c must send clopen sets to clopen sets so it preserves B.
We let 2"' be endowed with a standard metric d (inducing its topology) and as in Section 2 define d(a, X) to be sup{ la-xl: x E X} where a E 2" and Qr # XG 2". We shall need to use some of the results of [ 111. and fix all other points. Since x,, y, + x, oT is a homeomorphism.
As [Aut 2" : HI < 2"', a$,' ~,,EH for some T,#TZ. If nET,-Tz then u;,'uT*x, = UF,'X, = y,, contrary to H fixing X, and similarly if n E Tz -T, . THEOREM 3.7. If H is a subgroup of Aut 2" of in&x less than 2"' then for some finite set A of clopen subsets of 2", K(A) < H.
Proof
Let r be the family of clopen subsets X of 2" such that Au&(X) = { 0 E Aut 2": supp cr c X} < H. We have to indicate how to derive an appropriate analogue of Lemma 2.2. We show the following: if Gh>n,, are pairwise disjoint clopen sets such that for some x, d(x, X,) + 0 as n + co then X,, E r for some n. (Observe that by compactness we cannot hope for U,,, X,, to be clopen; for it to "abut" some x is the next best thing). The proof of this is carried out just as before using the simplicity of Au@X,,) for each n (by Anderson [ 11) and the fact that, since d(x, X,) + 0, if 6, E Autzo(X,) for each n then d given by
is a homeomorphism. The proof that if X, YE r and Xn Y # 0 then Xu YE r goes through as in Lemma 2.3. We show how to deduce from this that r has finitely many maximal members covering 2".
For any non-empty member X of J', let X' = lJ { YE P Xn Y # a}. Then for any X,, X, E r, X,, X, non-empty, Xi and X2 are disjoint or equal. For suppose x E Xi n Xi. Then there are Y,, Y, E r with x E Y,, Y, and X, n Y, , X, n Y, # 0. Let y E X; be arbitrary. Then y E YE r for some r with Xi n Y # 0. Applying the previous paragraph repeatedly we find thatX,vYEr,X1uY,,xzuYzEr,X,~YvY,Er, Y,uY,E~J,u Yu Y,u Y2Er, and X,uX,u Yu Y,u Y*Er. Thus YE YcX; and Xi E X2. Similarly X2 G Xi. Now X*, the union of all members of r, is fixed by H, so by Lemma 3.6 is clopen. If X* # 2", 2" -X* contains a member of r, contrary to choice of X*. Thus X* = 2" and by compactness, 2" is covered by a finite set of the X' for XE r. Since these are pairwise disjoint they are clopen and hence compact. Since each X' is covered by members of r overlapping X, it is covered by a finite set of such members of r and thus by the previous argument lies in r itself.
Summing up, A = {xl: XE r, X# 0} is a finite partition of 2" into clopen sets, and each member of A lies in r. We conclude that if XE A, Aut zw( X) < H, and hence K( A ) = n { Autzo( X): X E A } < H as desired. ProoJ: Letting A be as in the proof of the theorem, it is clear that H fixes A setwise (essentially since A is definable from H).
We now present the corresponding result for Aut Ir, or rather Aut ow (since Ir and o" are homeomorphic), where the conclusion is actually much stronger. THEOREM 3.9 . Suppose that H is a subgroup of Aut co"' of index less than 2No. Then H = Aut c#'.
Proof: First suppose that XG ww is fixed by H. By repeating the proof of Lemma 3.6 in this setting we find that X is clopen. Now according to [ll, Lemma 3.11 any two non-empty clopen subsets of ww are homeomorphic and it follows that Aut ow acts transitively on the family of non-empty proper clopen subsets of ow. Since IAut ow : HI < 2'O, H cannot fix any such set. Therefore H acts transitively on ow.
Let r be the family of clopen subsets X of o" such that AutJX) d H. In this setting we can now derive the analogues of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 since by Anderson [l] we know that Aut,,(X) is simple for each clopen X, and following the proof of Theorem 2.1 we find that o" E r. Hence H = Aut ww. COROLLARY 3.10. Aut co"' is not isomorphic to a permutation group of countable degree.
ProoJ
Suppose (G, 52) is a permutation group on Q with IQ1 = K0 having no proper subgroup of index <2 'O. For each aEl2 the stabilizer of a in G has index < N,, so must equal G. Hence G fixes each member of Q and is trivial. SECTION 
COLOURED VERSIONS OF THE RATIONALS
Let C be a set with 1 < ICI < K,. We think of the members of C as "colours." We refer to a triple (X, < , Ir) where (X, < ) is a linearly ordered set and I;: X + C as a C-coloured version of the rationals if (X, < ) is orderisomorphic to (Q < ) and if for x < y in X and c E C there is z E X such that x<z<y and F(z)=c.
LEMMA 4.1. There is a function F: Q + C such that (Q, < , F) is a C-coloured version of the rationals, and any two C-coloured versions of the rationals are isomorphic.
Proof:
Let Q be enumerated as {qn: n E o} and the set of triples (x,y,c)suchthatx<yinQandc~Cbeenumeratedas {(x,,y,,c,): n E o}. At the 2nth step we choose a value for F(q,) (if not already defined) and at the (2n + 1)th step we let F(q,) = c, where m is least such that F (q,) is not yet defined and x, < qm < yn.
Uniqueness is proved by an easy modification of the usual back-andforth argument.
From now on we fix C and a particular F such that (Q, <, F) is a C-coloured version of the rationals. There are two subgroups of A(Q) we consider. The first preserves the colouring, whereas the second is allowed to interchange colours coherently. To be able to handle conjugacies we need to modify [ 11, Lemma 4.11 . Recall that if x E 69 and o E A(Q) the orbital of cr containing x is {y E Q: (3m, n) trmx < y f cr"x}. In this case to define the parity of an orbital we assume that C n { -1, + 1 } = @ and define the parity of an orbital to be + 1 or -1 if 0 is strictly increasing or strictly decreasing on it, as before, and to be F(x) if the orbital is the singleton (x} (i.e., if ax=x). Proof.
If r = $a&' then r$ = $a and it is clear that 9 induces the desired parity-preserving isomorphism.
Conversely suppose that 9 is a parity-preserving order-isomorphism from the family of orbitals of cr to the family of orbitals of r. We find a certain cp E A(Q, F) inducing 9 and such that rep = qa. If X is an orbital of o of parity c E C then X= (x}, some x E Q, so also F(8(X)) = F(X) = c and 9(X) = { y}, some y E Q. We let cpx = y. If X has parity + 1, let x E X. Since 9(X) also has parity + 1, 8(X) has infinitely many points so there is y E 9(X) such that F(y) = F(x). Moreover X= U{ [#x, G"+'x): n E Z} and y=U{C7"Y,7 n + 'y): n E Z} where the unions are disjoint. Clearly any nonempty open interval in a C-coloured version of the rationals is also C-coloured version of the rationals, so by Lemma 4.1 any two such are isomorphic by a colour-preserving map. Hence there is an F-preserving isomorphism qX: (x, ax) + (y, ry). Since F(x) = F(y) the extension to [x, (TX) given by qX(x) = y is still F-preserving, and we may extend to the whole of X by letting
This defines cp on each orbital of parity + 1, and the definition of cp on orbitals of parity -1 is done similarly. It is clear that cp E A(Q, F). If ux=x then 9(x} = {y} some y and tcpx=7y= y=cpx=cpox.
If a < aa then if x, y were the choices from the orbital of a and its image under 9 then for some n, cr"x<a < o"+'x. Thus cr"+lx f oa< a'+*~ so that Similarly if ou < a then zcpx = cpox. Hence tq = qa and 7 = cparp -'.
We now need to show that A( Q, F) and A(Q, F, C) have no proper normal subgroups of small index. We modify [ 11, Theorem 4.41. Fix C,E C. Let ,.E be the set of all members of A(Q, F) whose support is of the form UnEz(a2,,, a,,+ 1 ) where a, are rationals such that F(a,)=c, and a,<a,+,, all n, a, + +co as n -+ +co, and such that each hnf h+A is an orbital of parity + 1 and each (adn + 2, a4" + j) is an orbital of parity -1. It is clear from the preceding lemma that any two members of z are conjugate in A(Q, F). It suffices therefore to prove the following:
(i) there are conjugates ai, a2 of a such that a,a;' EC, (ii) 7 is the product of two members of z.
For (i) we choose rationals x, so that x, < x, + , and F(x,) = c,, for all n, x,,+ &cc as n+ &co, ax,#x, and x,-,<ax,<x,+,. Letting I,= (x,, ax,) or (ax,, x,) according as x, < ax, or ax, <x,, (a2n, a2,,+ 1) = Z2,, and c1 E z corresponding to this choice of (aJnEh we find that cIa has the same orbitals as a with equal parities, so that by Lemma 4.2 they are conjugate in A(Q, F). Hence u = a1 a-' for some conjugate a1 of a.
Since the argument for (ii) is rather long we shall just indicate necessary modifications to the argument of [ll J. It makes life easier if we work, instead of with Q, with Q' = {a + 671": a, b E CP, 0 < n < N} where N= ICI (II here is just a suitable transcendental number). Here we can suppose that F(a + bz") = c, where c, is the nth member of C, since Q, = {a + b$': a, b E Q} is clearly dense in R. The upshot of this is that ifs, t are the maps defined by Proof We just indicate one or two necessary modifications to the proof of Theorem 3.5. First in showing that the set A of rationals fixed by H was finite, we supposed otherwise and found increasing sequences a, < al < a, < . . . in A and b, E (a,, a,, l) . In this case we just have to observe in addition that by choice of F, b, may be chosen so that F(a,) = F(b,) (then a, can be mapped to b, in A(Q, F)).
At the next stage instead of reducing to the case where H acts transitively on Q (and A = @) we reduce to the case where H acts transitively on points having the same value under F (colour) and A = 0. The analogue of Lemma 3.2 now follows from Lemma 4.4, and so does the analogue of Lemma 3.3 (that B(Q, F) = B(Q) n A(Q, F) < H) using this time the hypothesis that His transitive on elements having the same colour and the fact that elements of a fixed colour are dense in Q. The remainder of the proof goes through as before. Now K,/K, n A(Q, F) has a natural action on C which establishes an isomorphism with Sym C. It therefore follows from [3] (or trivially if C is finite) that there is a finite subset Ci of C such that the subgroup of KJK, n A(Q, F) fixing each member of Ci is contained in Hi/K, n A(Q, F). Pick a subset Bi of (ai, a,, 1) of size (Ci( having one point coloured by each colour in Ci. Then Kin K(B,) < Hi follows. By the method used previously (for example in the proof of Lemma 2.2), H n Ki n K(B,) Q Ki n K(B,), and by Lemma 4.4 (essentially), Kin K(B,) < H. Letting A = A, u lJy=, Bi it follows that K(A) < H as desired.
One cannot obtain equality as is shown by considering the subgroup H of A(Q, F, C) fixing (setwise) the points coloured by cO, some fixed CUE C. This group has countable index (finite if C is finite) but is not of the form K(A) for any finite A c Q. Moreover there is no non-empty finite A c-Q such that H is contained in the setwise stabilizer of A, so we cannot hope to obtain the analogue of Theorem 2.12. SECTION 5. CONCLUSION How successful should we regard the results so far obtained as steps towards proving a wider class of cases of the general conjecture on subgroups of small index for automorphism groups of &-categorical structures? It is clear that they will generalize to some degree, in the manner, for example, that we extended the proof for A(Q) to A(Q, F) and A(Q, F, C). There are other structures for which the conjecture has more recently been proved. For example Macpherson [4] has verified it for various classes of doubly homogeneous unrooted trees.
A general approach might involve showing how the full symmetric group Sym $2 for IQ1 = N,, can be made to act on the structure, and part of the result would then be read off at once from [3] . This was how the proof of Theorem 4.4 worked. Indeed the original proof of the conjecture for A(Q) adopted this style, and involved a choice of d such that Q could be partitioned into K, members of A, Q = lJ,,, X,, where any permutation of {X,,: n~o} was induced by an appropriate member of A(Q). More precisely A was taken to be the family of clopen subsets X of Q such that the families of open intervals of both X and Q -X were ordered in type Q. Viewing the intervals of X, as coloured by n, A(Q, F, CD) then acts on CI so as to preserve the family {X,,: n E CD}.
Our feeling is that progress on the problem cannot be regarded as significant until a rather different type of structure has been considered. In all cases so far considered there is a lot of freedom in that there are many elements having disjoint and "well spaced-out" supports. For the case of Aut r however, where r is Rado's universal graph, this is impossible, since it was shown in [lo] that if c~i, . . . . a,EAutr-(1) then n;=isuppoi is infinite. We therefore view this particular case as one that warrants careful attention.
